EIS Technology Overview

The future of insurance is fast, simple, agile.
Insurance has changed. Fast-paced insurtechs and startups are offering customers digital experiences and personalized
products and services that many carriers can’t keep up with. Transform your business with EIS. Built on a cloud-native
architecture, our SaaS platform for high velocity insurance frees you to become the insurer you want to be.

Build fast

Deliver agile

EIS Suite™ is a rules-based platform that enables business
as well as technical users to reimagine workflows and
customer experiences quickly.

EIS CoreVelocity™ is a delivery approach that enables insurers
to test and learn with any configuration or extension
independently of other subsystems. Then push new products
into production without a system restart. Just design,
configure and test — EIS CoreVelocity™ does the rest.

With low code/no code tools and content

• Build any kind of insurance product, bundle, or experience —
from simple to sophisticated — without writing code.
• Create engaging digital customer experiences with a
library of pre-configured persona-based apps, templates,
and content.
• Accelerate the customer journey across every touchpoint, from quote to claim to customer service.
• Manage all insurance products — across all lines of
business — from a single platform.

With microservices and CoreVelocity™

• Enable true DevOps agility and create a culture of
rapid innovation.
• Launch new capabilities without impacting base code,
with EIS CI/CD™, compressing time to market and outpacing competitors.
• End disruptive big-bang updates in favor of pain-free
product enhancements from EIS.

Connect to anything

Maintain simple

Insurance consumers increasingly expect connected, hyperpersonalized experiences. To deliver on these heightened
expectations, insurers must operationalize their use of data.
As an API-first platform, EIS makes it easy to connect with
insurtechs, third-party data providers and internal systems so
you can create the insurance ecosystem you need to thrive.

The future of insurance technology is in the cloud, where it’s
always on and endlessly scalable. As a pure SaaS platform,
EIS takes care of maintenance, support, updates, storage,
and security freeing your team to focus on more
innovative projects.

With an API-first, event-driven architecture

• Access data everywhere and move it anywhere with more
than 11,000 internal and external APIs.
• Get more out of legacy systems by tapping into their data
to create a holistic view of customers.
• Partner with insurtechs to automate complex processes
like underwriting, taking advantage of emerging AI and
deep learning technologies.

With a cloud-native platform, delivered as a service

• Get everything you need out-of-the-box, then configure
products, processes, and customer experiences to your
unique operational and market requirements.
• Control operational risk. EIS offers 24x7x365 resiliency
built on a distributed architecture that natively scales and
maintains redundancy through replication.
• Ensure business continuity, giving users browser-based
access to the functions they need while backend systems
and third-parties can securely connect.

EIS is built for speed
Event-driven
Highly scalable, eliminates
point-to-point integration

Microservices
Loosely coupled application
architecture allows deployment
of independent services

Cloud native
With containers and
serverless deployments

API first
With internal and external APIs
to fuel innovation

Curious about how EIS can enable you to rapidly transform and digitize your business? We are
dedicated to your success. Reach out and we can show you how our platform empowers many
of the world’s leading insurers to innovate and operate like a tech company: fast, simple, agile.

Learn more about how EIS can transform your insurance business.
Visit EISGroup.com or contact an insurance technology expert via info@eisgroup.com.
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